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It’s a new year. That means new plans, new holidays and some destinations that will amaze us or continue to amaze us in 2019.

What destinations should you add to your bucket list this year? Here are five top destinations to visit in 2019. 

5 Top Destinations to Visit in 2019
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TURKEY

Turkey made a huge comeback on the scene last year, and this year it is no different. This destination swept visitors from their feet with

natural beauty, historic towns such as Cappadocia, gorgeous islands, bays and some of the most beautiful beaches in the world. Turkey

is the perfect destination for families too and everyone looking for a summer holiday. Now more than ever, Blue Cruise holidays are

recognized as the ideal way to explore the Turkish coast and make the best use of the summer holiday. You can rent a crewed yacht with

your friends and family and spend a week away from crowds in pristine nature, or you can visit all the hotspots on the Turkish Riviera and

enjoy those activities.

SRI LANKA

Sri Lanka is an exotic destination that is gaining popularity, and it’s having its special moment on the world map for holiday hotspot

destinations. Sri Lanka is an ideal travel destination for those who want to experience wildlife, monumental temples, gorgeous beaches

with coconut water drink in hand, and of course, active people who adore water sports. What makes Sri Lanka even more special are the

kind and welcoming people. If you are planning holidays with family, you will not go wrong choosing this destination. Travelers with

budgets in almost any range can enjoy this magical destination.

DENMARK

This Scandinavian country continues to charm its visitors in recent years, no matter which time of the year you plan to travel. Demand has

scenic beaches, fairy-tale castles, green forests and trails, friendly and polite citizens and an endless feel-good atmosphere. Denmark is a

big eco-friendly country and that’s obvious in all towns and villages so you can unwind in preserved nature and beauty. In Copenhagen,

which some call the most beautiful town in Europe, the bicycle is the best way to explore the picturesque city. Besides natural beauty, the

art scene is quite strong and there are many interesting happenings in cities across the country. Food is another factor and you’ll find

many options for fine dining and enjoying the best of Scandinavian cuisine.
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A panoramic view of the walled city of Dubrovnik in Croatia

CROATIA

Another popular destination that has grown in popularity is Croatia. Though a relatively small county, Croatia offers many types of

holidays, depending which season you decide to go. It is well adapted to please any generation from young to mature. You can visit the

long scenic coast, or take a ferry ride to one of the beautiful islands, but you will have to do some research on which to choose because

Croatia has well over 1200 islands. If you are visiting during the winter, be sure to visit the main town of Zagreb. Summer holidays are

best spent along the coast in ancient towns such as Dubrovnik, the pearl of the Adriatic, which has gained popularity since it was used for

filming in the Game of Thrones series.

An aerial view of the Amalfi Coast in Italy

ITALY

This destination speaks for itself, because let’s be honest, who can truly resist delicious Italian homemade pasta and the beautiful Italian

towns and countryside? Italy has remained one of the top destinations with visitors from all over the world. Holidays in Italy are all about

leisure time, enjoyment and divine art admiration in historic gorgeous towns. You can go on numerous wine tours and enjoy some local

wine for hours or try some cheese that goes well with your wine. Sunbathe on the cliffs of Riomaggiore and work on a gorgeous tan, or

walk the ancient streets of Rome, taking photos to share with friends and family. Italy is all about celebrating life.
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Go World Travel Magazine covers world travel in more than 90 countries. Our travel writers come from many nations, but we all have one
thing in common -- a love for international travel and a desire to learn more about other lands and ways of life. You’ll find inspiring travel

articles, travel videos and even helpful travel guides. We're ready to hit the road. We hope you'll come along for the journey. 
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